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Toward the end of the preface to his last secular tragedy Jean Racine 
explains the purpose which the composition of Phbdre was designed to 
serve : 
Ce que je puis assurer, c'est que je n'en ai point fait oil la vertu soit plus mise en 
jour que dans celle-ci; les moindres fautes y sont sbverement punies: la seule 
pensee du crime y est regardte avec autant d'horreur que le crime mCme; Ies 
faiblesses de I'amour y passent pour de vraies faiblesses; les passions n'y sont 
pr6sent6es aux yeux que pour montrer tout le dksordre dont elles sont causes; et 
le vice y est peint partout avec des couleurs qui en font conndtre et ha'ir la 
difformitb. 
This statement smacks of Jansenism, of course. But the recluses of Port- 
Royal, under whose tutelage Racine had developed his taste for literature, 
regarded the contemporary theatre as a den of iniquity and their erstwhile 
pupil as an empoisonneur pub1ique.l It is understandable, then, that one 
whose expressed desire was to reconcile tragedy avec quantite' de personnes 
ce'lbbres par leur pie'te' et par leur doctrine, qui l'ont condarnne'e dans ces 
derniers temps would endeavor to show that not only his own dramatic 
writings, but also those of the pre-Christian ancients ("Leur thCAtre Ctait 
une 6cole 06 la vertu nYCtait pas moins bien enseign6e que dans les Ccoles 
des philosophes") were in accord with the austere morality of Port-Royal. 
At any rate, we learn that none other than Antoine Arnauld himself, 
to whom Boileau had brought a copy of Phbdre and had read from the 
closing paragraph of the preface (after which he added some oral argumen- 
tation of his own), responded more or less favorably: "Si les choses sont 
comrne il le dit, il a raison et la tragCdie est innocente." Once he had time 
to examine the text thoroughly at his leisure, the great Jansenist announced 
that, apart from puzzlement over the leading male rGIe ("Mais pourquoi 
a-t-il fait Hippolyte amoureux?"), he could find no fault with the moral 
content of the play: 
11 n'y a rien B reprendre au caractere de sa Phedre, puisque par ce caractere il 
nous donne cette gande  lec;on, que lorsqu'en punition de fautes prbcbdentes, 
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Dieu nous abandonne h nous-mcmes, et B la perversitC de notre coeur, il n'est 
point d'excks oh n o u ~  ne puissions nous porter, m&me en les dCtestant. 
With Boileau still acting as intermediary, an emotion-charged meeting was 
arranged between the playwright and the theologian: their revived friend- 
ship continued without interruption-insured, no doubt, by Racine's return 
to the Jansenist fold, the so-called "conversion" or "second conversion"- 
until Arnauld's death." 
The fact that ArnauId detected a great lesson in the play (and, of course, 
the nature of the lesson) has bolstered the conviction of those latter-day 
scholars for whom Racine's heroine is Phbdre janse'niste. Though the dram- 
atist even as he was making his start in the theatre had quarrelled in print 
with Arnauld's colleague and sometime collaborator (together they com- 
posed the famous Logique de Port-Royal) Pierre N i ~ o l e , ~  F. J. Tanquerey 
sees Racinian tragedy as a series of concrete exemplifications of Nicole's 
moral theory, that brand of Jansenism with which Racine was most inti- 
mately in touchV4 Tanquerey neatly divides the tragedian's characters into 
two main categories. Among those who do not belong to the Jansenist world 
("Chez eux la raison n'est pas aveugle, la volont6 n'est pas I'esclave impuis- 
sante du c o e u r W ) h e  lists Titus, Iphigknie, and B a j a ~ e t , ~  as well as a 
number of secondary figures: Burrhus, Xipharbs, Hippolyte,* possibly 
Britannicu~,~ certainly Monime. "Cependant," adds Tanquerey, introducing 
the other category, "il est certain que les personnages qu'on considbre 
comme les vkritables htros de Racine et caractkristiques de son thCatre 
depuis Hermione jusqu'h Athalie, sont dans leurs grandes lignes trhs con- 
formes aux thEories de Nicole: ils sont tous des &tres entihrement dominis 
par Ieur affectivite, et par constquent dks6quilibrCs."Wis list includes three 
of the four principal figures from Andromaque (Pyrrhus, Hermione, 
Oreste) ,I0 two from Britannicus (Agrippine, Neron), as well as Roxane, 
Briphile, and, of course, Ph2dre.f 
On the other hand, "most prudent scholars," so observes Henri Peyre, 
"would today avoid any mention of Racine's Jansenism in his lay dramas, 
Phbdre i n ~ l u d e d . " ~ ~ h u s  armed with prudence Peyre at one point can call 
Racine "the great Jansenist Frenchman,"13 at another, having noted the 
contrast between the fickle coquettishness of Shakespeare's Cleopatra and 
the single-minded concentration of purpose which he sees demonstrated by 
Racine's Phbdre, can avoid applying the term "Jansenism" even as he draws 
the following conclusions : 
A greater uncertainty hovers over the Shakespearian play. With Racine, fatality 
is more imperious: it has marked certain characters with a predestination to mis- 
fortune, and all their struggles against that inner fatality (which is that of heredity 
or their physiology stronger than their will power [prudent to the last, Peyre has 
omitted any express mention of "original sin"]) are foredoomed to frustration.14 
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But consider the approach adopted by Jean Cousin.'Woting that the 
peface to Ph2dre was written after rather than before the initial perform- 
ance, noting too that Boileau, as we have already mentioned, is said to have 
brought this preface at the proper time to the attention of Arnauld, he 
terminates his rather brief discourse with the suggestion that pure, unalloyed 
Jansenism is to be found there ("Cette prkface est un chef-d'oeuvre diplo- 
rnatique") rather than in the play itself. For in the play itself, Cousin has 
already contended, whereas stress on man's weakness (as opposed to his 
will) and on the fatality of passion may be Jansenistic, the fevers, obses- 
sions, and hallucinations of Racine's heroine are to be found already in the 
pagan models which the French playwright f~l lowed.~" 
Recognizing the possibility that Cousin and Peyre may both be right in 
viewing Racinian prefatory remarks with suspicion-"His prefaces, into 
which too much has been read," compIains the latter, "inform us but little 
about his esthetic views and still less about the genesis of his dramas"17- 
I should like to cite an anecdote of Mme de Lafayette which purports to 
explain how Racine came to write Ph2dre: 
Racine soutint qu'un bon poste pouvoit faire excuser les plus grands crimes, et 
mbme inspirer de la compassion pour les criminels. I1 ajouta qu'il ne falloit que 
de la ficonditi, de la dblicatesse, de la justesse d'esprit pour diminuer tellement 
l'horreur des crimes de Midbe ou de Ph&dre, qu'on les rendroit aimables aux 
spectateurs au point de leur inspirer de la pitii pour les malheurs. Comme les 
assistants lui nisrent que cela fDt possible, et qu'on voulut mbme le tourner en 
ridicule sur une opinion si extraordinaire, le dipit qu'il en eut le fit risoudre i 
entreprendre la tragidie de Ph2dre, o t ~  il riussit si bien i faire plaindre ses 
malheurs que le spectateur a plus de pitii de la criminelle belle-m&re clue du 
vertueux Hippolyte.18 
The authenticity of this astounding report has naturalIy not gone unchal- 
lenged. However, it is conceivable that if the preface was written aprbs coup, 
as Cousin puts it, with a view toward mollifying Jansenist hostility, the 
tragedy itself could have been created to serve a purpose quite distinct from 
the pious didacticism asserted by the author in that portion of the preface 
which I quoted initially. 
I do not mean, however, to impugn Racine's sincerity. Corresponding to 
the physical progression from the salon, where even a most worldly and 
sophisticated gathering was shocked at his utterance, via the quiet study and 
the noisy theatre to the reunion at Arnauld's chambers there may well have 
been a spiritual progression-or retrogression, if you prefer-from liber- 
tine attitudes back to the frame of mind which apparently antedated the 
emancipation from Port-Royal. Moreover it would have been during the 
two-year gestation of Ph2dre rather than merely in the aftermath of the 
harassment administered by Pradon's partisanslo that this inner change was 
taking place, 
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However, the disparity between what Racine allegedly said before under- 
taking the composition of the play and what he actually wrote into his 
preface afterward may not be so grsat as had appeared at first glance. in 
fact I am conscious of more than one element of the paradoxical. Whereas 
in the conversation heard by Mme de Lafayette the poet spoke of utilizing 
his talents to reduce the odium attached to certain crimes, in the preface he 
proclaims that his intention has been to make vice hateful and to invest the 
very thought of crime with as much horror as the crime itself. Yet if crime 
and vice have become more horrendous, the same is not true of the criminal. 
Both in the conversation and in the preface Racine indicates that the audi- 
ence must be caused to sympathize with the tragic heroine. The heroine 
herself, therefore, has to become aimable (so the anecdote attests) or at 
least, as the poet states in the preface, Lrit  peu moins odieuse qu'elle n'est 
dans les tragkdies cles anciens. Paying obeisance perhaps as much to 
Aristotle as to Augustine and Jansenius, the author of Phsdre avers that his 
central figure, engage'e par sa destine'e et par la colkre des dieux [there are 
those who in contexts such as this would understand the polytheistic plural 
as a Judaeo-Christian singular"] duns line passion illkgitime, dont elle n 
horreur toute la premiere, is neither wholly guilty nor wholly innocent. 
Still under the influence of Aristotle, whose strictures against dramatizing 
the downfall of a paragon (the audience will be moved to indignation rather 
than pity) he readiIy echoes," Racine explains why he has modified like- 
wise the ancient portrayal of Phkdre's stepson. No longer is the youth un 
philosophe exempt de toute imperfection. One may object that Racine-or 
at least those ancients who, he says, so reproached Euripides for having 
thus depicted Hippolyte-has failed to understand that the Euripidean 
hero is flawed in his very insistence on being virtuous in the extreme.22 
Whether or not he himself has really grasped the intentions of Euripides, 
the poet whom he so much admired and so frequently imitated,z3 Racine 
nevertheless counterfeits for Hippolyte qlrelque faiblesse24 qui le rendrait un 
peu coupable erzvers son pbre sans lui rien Bter de cette grandeur d'dme?" 
avec laquelle il kpargne l'honneur de Pkbdre, et se laisse opprimer sans 
l ' a c ~ u s e r . ~ ~  
What, then, is the faiblesse in question? Observe yet another paradox. 
Compared to the violent passions which rend Phkdre's soul, the unauthor- 
ized but chaste love of Hippolyte for Aricie, daughter and sister of his 
father's slain adversaries," pales into ludicrous insignificance. When the 
young hero, still honorably reluctant to blacken Ph&dreYs name in order to 
clear his own, confesses to Thtste that the real object of his affections was 
not Phkdre, but Aricie, his angry parent, who deems adultery and incestzR 
far more heinous than fraternization with the enemy, laughs the confession 
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of court as a bungled attempt to elude the full weight of retribution 
through a spurious plea of guilty to a minor offense: 
Tu l'aimes? cieI! Mais non, I'artifice est grossier: 
Tu te feins criminel pour te justifier. 
(IV. ii. 1127 f.) 
The noun artifice and the verb feins underscore the irony, in that they 
impute an approach wholly alien to Hippolyie's nature. Furthermore 
~h6s6e's reaction is not that of a man who finds his son only-if I may 
cite again the language of the author's prefacc-un peu coirpable. Thus, 
paradoxically, what brings Hippolyte to his doom of banishment and 
lamentable death is not a real, but an imagined fault. Indeed, the youth's 
very substantial virtues have also contributed to his downfall. Like his 
Euripidean counterpart, whose very nobility of spirit laid him low, 4 6' 
E ; ~ E V ~ ' T  (TC TGV ~ P E V G V  &TT;XE(TPV (Hippolyt~~s 139080), he might have escaped 
ham, had he been willing to commit the very deed for which he has been 
wrongly charged. For then no false accusation would ever have reached 
ThbCe's ears. Or again, guiltless but accused, Wippoljte might still have 
chosen to expose Phkdre rather than gallantly defend her by his silence. 
Not until it is too late to do any good-this, by the way, happens to be a 
post-Euripidean innovation of Seneca's-does Phkdre come forward to 
expose herseK30 
I do not intend to belabor the recurrence in ancient literature, even 
including the Old Te~tarnen t ,~~  of the tale of the sensual matron who seeks 
to avenge the rebuff of her illicit amorous advances by picturing the reluc- 
tant male as the would-be seducer. What is new about the Racinian treat- 
ment of the theme is that the author, in his desire to render Phkdre un peu 
moins odieuse3= and in his belief that calumny avait quelque chose de trop 
bas et de trap noir pour la mettre dans la bouche d'une princesse qui a 
d'ailleurs des sentiments si nobles et si vertueux, has shunted the onus from 
Phkdre herself to her nurse and confidante Oenone: 
Cette bassesse m'a paru plus convenable B une nourrice, qui pouvait avoir des 
inclinations pIus serviles, et qui nkanmoins n'entreprend cette fausse accusation 
que pour sauver la vie et I'honneur de sa maitresse. 
In so doing Racine has converted a subordinate figure not into the pro- 
tagonist, surely, but into the sine qua non of his tragic plot. Had Oenone not 
interfered, Phkdre might have quietly but honorably suffered through her 
remaining existence without ever having revealed the dark secret of her 
infatuation with Hippolyte. There would then have been no impetus for an 
embarrassing encounter between stepmother and stepson and consequently 
no declaration of love, no rebuff, no countervailing slander, no parental 
punishment, and no plea for divine retribution. Inasmuch as there would 
have been no pressing need for Hippolyte to make known his love for 
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Aricie, ThCsCe would not have scoffingly relayed to Phkdre what the youth 
had said, and Phkdre would not have grown jealous and thus refrained too 
long from making the confession which would have cleared Hippolyte of 
the false charges against him." Finally everyone except Aricie's father alld 
brothers-but their extirpation at ThCsCe's hands antedates the action of 
the play-would still be alive. No sea-monster created by Neptune at the 
behest of an outraged parent would have caused Hippolyte's horses to 
stampede and drag their master to a violent death. AS a result ThCramhne 
would lose his "big moment": for he would have no magnificently horrify. 
ing re'cit to de l i~er ."~  And neither would Phkdre have taken slow poison nor 
would Oenone, the obtuse "do-gooder" overwhelmed by forces which she 
herself has set in motion, have leapt suddenly into the sea with the vehement 
condemnation of the mistress whom she had tried so faithfully to serve still 
ringing in her ears : 
Je ne t'Ccoute plus. Va-t'en, monstre exCcrable!:'.; 
Va, laisse-moi le soin de mon sort dCplorable. 
Puiq~e Ie juste ciel dignement te payer! 
(IV. vi. 1317 ff.36) 
Thanks to the nurse's meddling all these events have come to pass. The 
irony of it brings to mind the story of Oedipus. For just as that hero by 
virtue of his very efforts to avert the twin crimes of parricide and incest 
merely hastened his perpetration of both, so Oenone in a misguided and 
mismanaged effort to keep her mistress alive and undisgraced has ensured 
both Phbdre's death and Phkdre's dishonor. 
In making Oenone's r81e so crucial to the drama Racine has possibly 
augmented one sort of verisimilitude at the cost of subverting another. I am 
not so convinced as he that a high-minded princess would be incapable of 
calumny. In the Hippolytus of Euripides there existed a sort of "division of 
labor" between mistress and nurse which corresponded to a difference in 
mentality and ethics. Euripides' nurse, for whom the concept of honor is 
utterly meaningless," concerns herself only with deflecting her employer 
from bringing to completion an aIready announced plan of suicide. Failing 
to comprehend that what motivates the latter toward taking her own life is 
not the frustration of her sensual impulses, but the all too real possibility 
that her moral strength will prove inadequate to guard her from dishonoring 
and disgracing herself, the nurse undertakes a direct and wholly unauthor- 
ized embassy to Hippolytus. The predictable fiasco leads to a consequence 
which the nurse herself might have foreseen, had she been granted any real 
understanding of Phaedra's psyche. Suicide, which Phaedra hitherto had 
contemplated as the most feasible method of ending her torment without 
losing her good name, becomes not only inevitable, but doubly destructive. 
Fearing to face Theseus, now that Hippolytus knows all and is in a position 
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to denounce her-which neither Euripides' misogynist nor Racine's more 
oentlemanly hero ever does, please take note38-the heroine resolves irrev- 
Docably to do away with herself without delay. By contriving to be found 
with a slanderous suicide note on her person she posthumous1y keeps her 
own honor intact at the expense of her hapless and totally innocent stepson. 
Or should we say that she has maintained only a semblance of honor? 
Racine, after all, found this behavior so objectionable that he refused to 
assign it to his noble heroine. Hence it should be no surprise that the 
~uripidean Phaedra's attitude as she composed the false note should find 
an echo not in the words of her Racinian counterpart, but rather in the 
shocking statements uttered by the latter's amoral would-be preserver and 
champion as she seeks to gain acquiescence for her scheme to accuse 
Hippolyte before ThCsCe: 
Mais, puisque je vous perds sans ce triste rembde, 
Votre vie est pour moi d'un prix B qui tout cbde: 
(111. jii. 897 f.30) 
. . . et pour sauver votre honneur combattu 
I1 faut immoler tout, et m&me la vertu. 
(11. 907 f.) 
Marcel Cressot sees in the striking opposition of hor~neur and vertu a sort 
of analogue to the aphoristic manner of La Rochefo~cauld. '~ But the sub- 
stance as well as the style of Oenone's declaration deserves scrutiny. This 
morality of expediency, of counselling that the end justifies the means and 
that it is of greater consequence to seem good than to be so, proves as 
repellent to Ph2dre as it would to a Plato or a Socrates.*l Though she has 
been goaded by Oenone into declaring Hippolyte a rnonster,.'qhe proposal 
that she foil her stepson's expected next move by accusing him before he 
has a chance to accuse her arouses horrified astonishment: "Moi, que j'ose 
opprimer et noircir I'innocence!" (1. 89343). Even Oenone has misgivings: 
"Tremblante comme vous, j'en sens quelque remords" (1. 895). Neverthe- 
less she demands and ultimately attains Ph&dreYs passive compliance in her 
intrigues. The emotionally shattered queen has no longer any will to resist. 
At the sight of father and son approaching together-note the contrast 
between Oenone's matter-of-fact announcement ("On vient: je vois 
ThCsCe") and her mistress' guilt-ridden response ("Ah! je vois Hippolyte: 1 
Dans ses yeux insolents, je vois ma perte Ccrite") (909 and 909 f.)**- 
Phedre lapses into total and abject languor. Bereft of the ability to make 
decisions, she grants "power of attorney" to Oenone: 
Fais ce que tu voudras, je m'abandonne B toi. 
Dans le trouble oh je suis, je ne puis rien pour moi. 
(11. 911 f .)  
By contrast, Euripides' Phaedra stoutly rebuked the assertion on the part 
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of the nurse that saving her mistress' life outweighed all other considera, 
ti on^.^^ At that time, however, the situation had not yet become so desper. 
ate. There was not yet even a hint that it would become necessary to slander 
innocence in order to conceal one's own guilt. At issue instead was whether 
or  not to arrange an interview for the purpose of acquainting the stepson 
with the fact that he has become the object of more than stepmothe~j~ 
affection. Phaedra forbade any such revelation: p< TL OT/U&F T G Y ~ ~  
l ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ q  i - 6 ~ 0 ) ~  (520). Thinking that she knew better what had to be done, 
the nurse disobeyed and, as a result, set moving a disastrous train of 
events.4G Only in this indirect and unexpected way, however, can she be 
considered responsibIe for the fatal libel against Hippolytus: the damning 
suicide note was Phaedra's invention, not hers. 
Not only has Racine shifted responsibility for the false charge from the 
heroine-now become only a silent accomplice-to the nurse; he has also 
allowed the nobility of Phitdre's nature to reassert itself in a casting off of 
silence. Whereas in Euripides"1ay the belated exoneration of the unjustly 
accused youth is supplied by Artemis, the dea ex machina, in Racine's the 
heroine herself clears Hippolyte of guilt and lays bare her own malodorous 
r6le : 
C'est moi qui sur ce fils chaste et respectueux 
Osai jeter un oeil profane, incestueux. 
(V. vii. 1623 f.) 
Seneca's Phaedra, with whom the Phkdre of Racine ordinarily has less in 
common than with her Euripidean or even Ovidian prototype," likewise 
confesses that the wrong person has been condemned and punished: 
. . . uana punisti, pater, 
iuuenisque castus crimine incest0 iacet, 
pudicus, insons . . . 
(Pl~nedm.  1194 ff .)  
Clearly these verses of Seneca have provided not only the pattern for the 
revelations of Racine's remorseful heroine, but the vocabulary as well.48 
Even the paired adjectives "castus" and "incestus" are repeated by the 
French poet in his own tongue. However, whereas there can be little doubt 
concerning the significance of one of the two Latin terms, the other (which 
occurs often enough in Seneca's play, and usually with reference to 
Phaedra) is capable both of a generalized meaning, "lewd," "unclean," and 
of a more particular application corresponding to Racine's incestueux. 
Whether or not the crimen incesturn from which the castus iuz~enis has been 
tardily absolved consists in adultery only or in transgression of taboo as 
~e11,~"he utterance of the Racinian Phitdre ought to be perfectly clear, as 
should that of ThCsCe, who, though his ire was misdirected as a result of 
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oe~one's tale-bearing, distinguished between the two offenses even as hc 
his son for having committed both: 
Va chercher des amis dont l'estime funeste 
Honore l'adultitre, applaudisse B l'inceste. 
(IV. ii. 1145 f.) 
At the outset of this unfortunate interview Thtste had branded Hippolyte 
an adulterer only. Ironically it was the accused himself who first mentioned 
incest. Via the custw-incestus dichotomy later to be employed, as we have 
already noted, by Phbdre with reference to Hippolyte and to herself respec- 
tively he endeavored to demonstrate that one who is moralIy upright by 
inheritance and by training does not suddenly turn into a criminal: 
Un jour seul ne fait point d'nn mortel vertueux 
Un perfide assassin. un 15che incestueux. 
ElevC dans Ie scin d'un chaste hiroi'ne, 
Je n'ai point de son sang cICmenti l'originc. 
Pitthie, estim6 sage entre tous les humains, 
Daigna m'instruire encore au sortir de ses mains. 
(11. 1099 ff.) 
On the other hand, the family background of the woman with whom he 
allegedly sinned is so notorious that Hippolyte, stopping short of direct 
counter-accusation, need only mention bloodlines to call to mind such 
unspeakable crimes as that of Pasiphae, who wantonly coupled with a bull 
to produce the minotaur, Phbdre's and Ariane's monstrous half brother: 
Vous me parlez toujours d'inceste et d'adultitre: 
Je me tais. Cependant Phitdre sort d'une mkre, 
Phitdre est d'un sang, seigneur, vous le savez trop bien, 
De toutes ces horreurs plus rempli que le mien. 
(11. 1149 ff.50) 
Phkdre herself was only too conscious of the history of wrongly focussed 
eroticism which had plagued the women of her family. In response to the 
ceaseless prodding of Oenone, up to now mystified as to the cause of her 
agitation, the overwrought queen exclaimed that Pasiphae and Ariane and 
she had been victimized each in turn by inimical divine forces: 
PHBDRE: 0 haine de Vknus! 0 fatale colitre! 
Dans quels Cgarements l'amour jeta ma mhe! 
OENONE: Oublions-les, madame; et qu'B tout l'avenir 
Un silence Cternel cache ce souvenir. 
PHBDRE: Ariane, ma soeur, de queI amour blessCe 
Vous mourGtes aux bords 03 vous fGtes laisske! 
OENONE: Que faites-vous, madame? et  quel mortel ennui 
Contre tout votre sang vous anime aujourd'hui? 
PHEDRE: Puisque VCnus le veut, de ce sang d6plorable 
Je p6ris la derniBre et  la plus miskrable. 
(I. iii. 249 ff.) 
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"Aimez-vous?" asks Oenone forthwith. Once the identity of the beloved 
becomes known-and only a few suspense-filled verses strongly redolent 
of Euripides are needed to effect a revelation5l--it is Oenone's turn to 
regard the tainted lineage of Phkdre with horror and dismay: 
Juste ciel! tout mon sang dans mes veines se glace! 
0 dksespoir! 6 crime! 8 deplorable race! 
(11. 265 f.) 
In allowing Phkdre herself to catalogue a climactic series of amorous 
dolours with her own as the culmination Racine has taken his cue not only 
from a stichomythic exchange between mistress and nurse in the Hippolytlls 
of Euripides, 
~PAIAPA: .rh{pos, o;ov, pirep, ;p~oevt ;p~v, 
TPO~POZ: v & X ~  T O I ~ ~ O V ,  T&YOY, ;iT; rpits &Se; 
rfiAIAPA: o; T', 3 rhhrutd gpcurpe, Atoe6oov 
TPOaOY: T ~ K V O V ,  ~ T ~ U ~ E L S ;  O V ~ Y ~ Y O V S  K ( Y K O ~ ~ O Q F > ;  
+AIAPA: ~ ~ ( 7 ~  8' ;$G S ~ U T ~ Y O S  A ( ; S T ~ X X U ~ ~ L .  
(11. 337 ff.) 
but also from the epistolary confession of Phaedra to Hippolytus included 
in Ovid's Heroi'des: 
forsitan hunc generis fato reddamus amorem, 
et Venus ex tota gente tributa petat: 
Iuppiter Europen (primast ea gentis origo) 
dilexit, tauro dissimulante deum; 
Pasiphae mater, decepto subdita tauro, 
enixast utero crimen onusque suo; 
perfidus Aegides, ducentia fila secutus. 
curua meae fugit tecta sororis ope.53 
en, ego nunc, ne forte parum Minoi'a credar, 
in socias Ieges ultima gentis eo! 
(4. 53 ff.) 
Whereas the nurse in the Euripidean tragedy had been forced to speclfy 
Pasiphae's aberration as well as name the object of Phaedra's desires, 
Oenone counselled her mistress to conceal such painful facts and forget 
them, Ovid, however, makes his Phaedra conscious of a tendency toward 
odd forms of love on both sides of the family. Thus we learn not of one, 
but of two bulls: the genuine bovine who mated with Phaedra's mother, and 
Jove-&-disguise, amorous partner of Phaedra's grandmother Europa and 
progenitor of her father mi no^.^^ 
Racine and Ovid are in agreement nevertheless with regard to causation: 
the gods (specifically Venus) have singled out this royal line for punish- 
ment. There is no comparable mention in the passage from Euripides to 
which both later poets are indebted, though Venus' counterpart Aphrodite 
not only sets all the machinery in motion in Euripides' play, but also appears 
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on stage at the outset to inform the audience that she has done so in order 
to wreak vengeance on him who would dare refuse to acknowledge her 
sovereignty. However, the target of Aphrodite's wrath is not Phaedra and 
not phaedra's family: it is Hippolytus. His blamcless stepmother has been 
brought into this design of retribution merely as the unwitting tool: 
; 8' E ; K X F ; S  P E V ,  (;AX' &as i '~ . ; ;o '~~vr t l i ,  
~i'cl;8pff' 7'0 yhp 7qOS' 0; ' 7 p 0 ~ l p < ~ L !  KaK'ol~ 
7; O ;  ' i ~ r ~ ~ h o ~ e i t )  ; ~ o ; s  iX(4PoLr :pol 
S;K?V r o u a l ; ~ ~ v  ;jog [ P O ;  K U X W E  ? x ~ ~ ~ , .  
(11. 47 f f . )  
Divinity though she may be, Aphrodite maintains a standard of morality 
apparently indistinguishable from that of Racine's Oenone. The code £01- 
lowed by Artemis is scarcely any better." Unable to thwart her rival's plans, 
the patron-goddess of Hippolytus vows to avenge bloodshed by striking 
down an innocent victim of her own choosing: Aphrodite's favorite, 
Adonis.56 
However, we ought to draw an important distinction. Euripides' gods are 
amoral, but can foresee the consequences of their actions. Racine's Oenone 
is gifted with no such insight, though her amorality is comparable to theirs. 
Or is it? The deities portrayed by the Greek tragedian are ruthless; Oenone 
acts out of compassion. Yet this compassion achieves not its own humani- 
tarian ends. Instead it serves only to further the completely opposite objec- 
tives of a higher ruthlessness which Racine defines sometimes as le ciel, 
sometimes as les Dieux, sometimes as V ~ ~ U S . ~ ~  
Have we come full circle back to Jansenism-or at least to Jansenism 
cum pagan fatalism? Possibly so. Most discussion of the subject centers, 
understandably, on the person of Phbdre herself. Yet the r61e of Oenone, in 
the absence of whose misconceived and less-than-divine intervention the 
heroine would never have reached her divinely appointed doom, ought not 
to be left out of account. That her love for Hippolyte is both adulterous and 
incestuous Phbdre knows perfectly well. Nevertheless, in the wake of the 
erroneous report of ThCsCe's death-which her ever-present confidante 
views not as a disaster (rather it is the later news that ThCsCe is alive and 
en route home which will be so regarded), but as a stroke of unexpected 
good fortune-she aIIows herself to be seduced by Oenone's arguments 
(political, in large m e a ~ u r e ) " ~  into approaching Hippolyte directly: "Eh 
bien! i tes conseils je me laisse entrainer" (I. v. 363")). 
Alas! with her usual faulty moral vision Phbdre's counsellor has discerned 
but a fraction of the problem. Conscious only that the removal of ThCste 
eliminates any technical charge of adultery, "ThCsCe en expirant vient de 
rompre les noeuds / Qui faisaient tout le crime et I'horreur de vos feux" 
(11.351 f.), she completely ignores the fact that the demise of him who is at 
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once husband and father will not render carnal connection between step. 
mother and stepson-or even the unfulfilled desire thereofc0-any the 
less incestuous. Phkdrc's consciousness of incest will return to plague her; 
but for the moment the heroine heeds the good intentions and poor advice 
of her nurse. Only from Oenone or from one as morally purblind as she 
could words such as these have come forth: 
Vivez; vous n'avez plus de reproche h vous faire: 
Votre flamme devient une flamme ordinaire. 
(11. 349 f.) 
NOTES 
1. Pierre Nicolc had thus classified dramatic poets in general. But Racine had ired 
his mentor in the mid-1660's by calling into question the views set forth in the 
Lettres sur l'ltbrisie itnaginnire. Racine's two Lc~tti-es ri I'uuterrr des hirisies imasi. 
ttaires as well as a number of Riponse~  from various individuals are collected in  
Vol. IV of the complete Oeuvres de J.  Racine, ed. P. Mesnard (2nd edition, Paris, 
1886), pp. 259-343. 
2. This series of incidents is reported by the poet's son Louis, Me'moires cottterlarlt 
quelqaes partic~tlnrite's s ~ t r  111 vie et les olrvi-ages de Jean Rncitle (Lausanne and 
Geneva, 1747), I. 142 (or pp. 281 f. in the initial volume [Paris, 18861 of 
Mesnard's second edition of the elder Racine's works: for the full text of the 
A4e'moirt.s see pp. 207-364). 
3. Cf. above, n. 1. 
4. "Le jansknisme et les tragkdies de Racine," Revr~e des Collrs ct Cot~firences, 
XXXVIII (1936-1937), 59-71; 152-165; 346-357; 457-468. 
5. Op. cit., p. 69. 
6. Why has he not included Andromaque also? 
7. I shall have to register an objection. Although Hippolyte is subordinute to Phedre 
in Racine's treatment of the story, he is not secortdary in the same sense as the 
other characters whom Tanquerey thus designates. 
8. This time, despite the title assigned by the author, I am more inclined to accept 
Tanquerey's ~Iassification. 
9. Loc. cit. (above, n. 5 ) .  
10. Concerning the fourth see above, n. 6. 
11. Thkramkne, whom Tanquerey has not deigned to mention, clearly ought to be 
grouped along with his sane and sensible non-Jansenist secondary figures. 
12. See pp. 82 f .  of his "The Tragedy of Passion: Racine's Phzdre," Tragic Thelnes 
in Western Literat~rre, ed. Cleanth Brooks (New Haven and London, 1955), pp. 
77-106. No doubt it was very prudent, then, of H. P. Salomon (see the closing 
paragraph of his "PlzBdre piece jansiniste?' Cahiers Rrrcirzierts, XV, i [19641, 
54-64) to state that Phgdre--or rather Phddre-tt'est pas plus janse'rliste qrtc 
jbuiie, pas plus chre'tienne que grecque, rnais jattse'niste, je'sz~ite, cl~ritienrze ct 
paiernle d la fois. 
13. Op. cit., p. 106. 
14. Op. cit., p. 94. Later (p. 104) he observes that the French word irtsrrti~factio~l 
("frustration" is not an exact equivalent in English) better defines what he takes 
to be the dominant motive in Phddre. 
15. "Phbdre n'est point janskniste," Revzre &Histoire Littiraire de la France, XXXIX 
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(19321, 391-396. Tanquerey (above, n. 4) ,  p. 466, n. 2, lists what he takes to be 
cousin's arguments and attacks each in turn. 
16. op.  cit., p. 394. 
17. Op. cit. (above, n. 12), p. 82. 
18. Recounted in turn by 1'Abbi de St.-Pierre (see l'Abbk de la Porte, A,lecdotes 
dramatiqsres, 11, 57 f., reprinted in Mesnard's Notice to the tragedy, op. cit. 
[above, n. I], I11 t2nd edition, Paris, 19101, 263). 
19. Concerning the cabal which had, in effect, commissioned the poetaster Jacques 
Pradon to mount a rival PIt2dr.e et Hippolyre with the express purpose of driving 
Racine's tragedy from the stage (ultimately the opposite occurred) and the sub- 
sequent "Querelle des sonnets ?I bouts rimis," see F. Deltour's old, but still 
valuable Les ennemis de Racine (Paris, 1859; 3d ed., 1879), Ch. 8, pp. 294-326. 
Cf. Mesnard, 111, 248-260 (from the Notice to  Racine's Phdrire). 
20. "Cela nous autorise-t-til," inquires R. C. Knight (p. 425 of his "Les dieux pai'ens 
dans la tragidie frangaise," Revrle rl'Histoire Littc'rrrire cle In Frcrrzcs, LXIV 
[1964], 414-426), "2  identifier les Dieux de Phidre avec le Dieu de Racine?" 
Others assert rather than ask. 
21. Cf. Ch. 13 of Aristotle's Poetics. 
22. See Aristotle again, this time the middle books of the h'iconzaclrenrz Ethics, where 
virtue is defined as a mean between two extremes (the one an excess, the other 
a deficiency) and where a number of specific exempla are cited. 
23. I forgot who it was who said that Racine "imitates Euripides, obeys Aristotle." 
But it should be noted that some of the time he merely "pretends to obey" the 
latter. As for the former, some of Racine's borrowings are more corrective than 
imitative. Concerning the extent of the French dramatist's debt to the ancients 
see especially R. C. Knight, Racine et la Gr2ce (Paris, 1950) where a chapter on 
Pltddre will be found at pp. 334-367. 
24. Aristotelian kpnpr;n, pivotal to the tragic hero's downfall (see Pnctics, 13.1453R 
7-12). But scholars continue to debate whether Aristotle intended the term to 
refer to something internal ("flaw") or external ("error"). Clearly Hippolyte's 
f(rihlcs.sc is internal; yet at the same time Racine has manipulated the plot in such 
a way that the connection with the demise of that hero is quite indirect. 
25. Possibly Racine is attempting to furnish a French equivalent for yt'/a)\o$uxc;\, 
the tern1 which denotes the Aristotelian mean betvveen thc extremes of mean- 
spiritedness ( f i~t ipo$usi 'n)  and vanity (Xavz,6~vs), But  does not Euripides' hero, 
nho appears never to tire of broadcasting his own merits, come uncomfortably 
close to the latter cutrcrne? One is almost tempted to pose the same question with 
regard to the seemingly inlpeccable heroine of Euripides' Alccstis. 
26. Concerning this and other related matters see R. C. Knight, "Hippolyte and 
Hippolytus," Modern Language Review, XXXIX (1944), 225-235. 
27. In his preface Racine takes pains to justify Aricie's inclusion despite the lack of 
any counterpart either in the Hippolyt~is of Euripides or in the Phnedra (or 
Hippolytus: both titles are attested) of Seneca. Other ancient authorities mention 
a highborn maiden of that name or tell of hostilities between Theseus and the 
Pallantidae. Racine's ingenious contribution lay not in making Hippolyte 
amoureux-some of his French predecessors (concerning whom see W. Newton, 
Le the'me de Phddre et d'Hippolyte darts la littkrc~ture fr.anpzise [diss. Paris, 19391) 
had done the same-but in  introducing Hippolyte's beloved into the family 
(actually his own and ThCsie's kinsmen) with which his father had been feuding. 
28. See below, pp. 58 f.; 61 f. 
29. "It is the upright character of Hippolytus," contends L. H. G.  Greenwood, Aspects 
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of Ellripidearl Trrrgedy (Cambridge, 1953), p. 47, ". . . not his peculiar tempera. 
ment that brings hi7 fate upon him." A year or two before Greenwood's book 
came to my attention I remarked in conversation with some colleagues at Wash. 
ington University that Euripides clearly establishes the causal connection of 
Hippolytus' downfall with his best qualities (his 6 p ~ r ) ; ,  that is) rather than With 
anything which might be labelled apapri'a. P. H. DeLacy retorted that Artemis 
-it is she who ascribes the demise of Hippolytus to 7; ~;y~v;s--in view of 
her rBTe as the youth's patron deity and in view of her unending feud with 
Aphrodite. upon whom she fastens responsibility for the &papr;ai of Phaedra and 
of Theseus. could hardly be deemed an unbiassed and impartial witness. With 
regard to the possibility that Euripides' Hippolytus, to quote a familiar oxymoron, 
is " V ~ F ~ L I O ~ I S  to a fault" see above, p. 54 and nn. 
30. Cf. below, p. 58. 
31. I.e., Gertesis 39 (Joseph and the wife of Potiphar). A series of analogous stories 
is cited by L. SCchan (pp. 129 f. and nn, and his "La ICgende d'Hippolyte dans 
l'antiquitt," Revue des Etudes Grecqries, XXIV [19 111, 105-151). 
32. Cf. above, p. 54. 
33. I am not alone in  pointing out that the jealousy of Phsdre, though effectively 
motivated and psychologically convincing, affects the plot of Racine's tragedy 
only in this very limited way. 
34. Had FCnelon been consulted, there would have been no Rdcit cle The 'r~~nzd~~e in 
any event. Note the famous pronouncement from his letter to M. (or was it 
addrssed to Mme?) Dacier (quoted by Ivlesnard, 111, 276): 
Rien n'est moins nature1 que la narration de la mort d'Hippolyte 2 la fin 
de la tragCdie de Phddre, qui a d'ailleurs de grandes beautis. Thtramkne, 
qui vient pour apprendre B ThCsCe la mort funeste de son fils, devroit ne 
dire que ces deux mots, et manquer msme la force pour les prononcer 
distinctement: "Hippolyte est mort. Un monstre envoy6 du fond de la mer 
par la colkre des Dieux l'a fait p6rir. Je I'ai vu." Un tel homme, saisi, 
Cperdu, sans haleine, peut-il s'amuser L faire la description la plus pornpeuse 
et la plus fleurie de la figure du dragon . . .? 
Dispute over the appropriateness of the rCcit continues to the present day. 
Probably the most brilliant defense attempted lately is that of L. Spitzer, "The 
'R6cit de ThCran~tne,' " Linguistics ntzd Literary History (Princeton, 1948), Ch. 3, 
pp. 87-134. 
35. Thus the sea-born agent of Hippolyte's doom is not the exclusive exemplar of 
destructive bestiality. Nor is Oenone the only "human monster" to be denounced 
by Phkdre. Note this earlier exchange between nurse and mistress in the wake 
of Hippolyte's failure to respond to amorous suggestion: 
OENONE: Mais, ne me trompez point, vous est-il cher encore'? 
De quel oeil voyez vous ce prince audacieux? 
PHEDRE: Je le vois comme un monstre effroyable L mes yeux. 
(111. iii. 882 ff.) 
Yet at the time of that ill-fated meeting she had directed the same sort of language 
against herself and had even begged Hippolyte (not yet become monstrous in her 
eyes: only later will Oenone have an opportunity to foment hatred) to strike her 
dead straightway: 
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Digne fils du hCros qui t'a donnB le jour, 
DClivre I'univers d'un monstre qui t'irrite. 
La veuve de ThCde ose aimer Hippolyte! 
Crois-moi, ce nzorlstre affrelrx ne doit point t'kchapper; 
VoilB mon coeur: c'est 1h que ta main doit frapper. 
(11. v. 700 ff.) 
For statistics on the frequency with which several key terms recur in the play 
(in descending order: crime, morzstre [ThtsCe is noted for his prowess against 
various beasts and ogres: cf. below, n. 531, mo~crir and mort, horreur) see J. G. 
Cahen, Le vocab~tlaire d e  Racine (Paris, 1946), p. 139. 
36, The language of this denunciation seems to echo Euripides, Hippolyt~rs 682 ff.: 
But note that in the ancient tragedy Phaedra's harsh words to the nurse are pro- 
voked only by the knowledge that the latter has blurted out to  Hippolytus the 
very facts which he was not to be told. Despite the repeated pleas for her destruc- 
tion the Euripidean nurse does not perish: she merely disappears from the scene 
(permanently) in the brief interval between the suicide of Phaedra and the home- 
cbming of Theseus. 
37. Although Euripides is noted for stripping Homeric heroes of their heroism and for 
elevating "the little people," a hint of the old notion that a p e ~ i  s vouchsafed only 
to aristocrats (see not only the poems of Homer, Theognis, Pindar, et al., but also 
the illuminating discussion in Vol. I of W. Jaeger's Pai~leia2, tr. G. Highet [OX- 
ford (Blackwell), 19541) seems to persist in his tragedies. In the Medea, for 
example, there occurs an analogous disparity between the nurse's and the 
heroine's sense of ethical values. The case of the lowly farmer (Electra's husband- 
in-name-only) who shows himself to be an exemplar for kings is only an apparent 
exception: like the admirable swineherd Eumaeus of Homer's Odyssey, this indi- 
vidual was born of royal stock, but was seized by pirates and sold into slavery. 
38. Cf. above, p. 55. 
39. Cf. Euripides, Hippolytus 496 f.: 
Here too the nurse is the speaker, the queen the addressee. The context, however, 
is different. See pp. 57 f. below. 
40. See p. 171 of Cressot's "La langue de Phkdre," Francais Moderrle, X (1942), 
169-182. A reminiscence (Mesnard shrinks from considering it a parody) of 
this couplet may br detected in Boileau's tenth Satire: 
... qu'h I'Amour, comme au seul dieu supreme, 
On doit immoler tout, jusqu'k la vertu m&me. 
(11. 137 f.) 
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41, An invidious diqiinction between 7; o"v and 7; 8oxoGv is, of course, a constant ,f 
Platonism. In the human sphere we learn of Socrates' misadventures among those 
persons who appeared wise both to  themselves and to others but who, upon 
examination, turned out not to be so at all (Apology 21t>9-23d9). However, the 
converse to Oenone's thinking is put into words already in Aeschylus' Seeerl 
Against Thebes (line 592). 0; y h p  S o x ~ i v  h p r o ~ o s ,  decIares a messenger in an 
attempt to characterize Amphiaraus succinctly, &AX' ~ i v n r  BEIXEI. 
42. Cf. above, n. 35. 
43. With regard to Phtdre's admiration for purity and innocence and her thwarted 
yearnings in that direction see especially Cressot (above, n. 40), pp. 174 ff.  cf, 
T. Maulnier, "Lecture de Phtdre," Revue Universelle (1942) N.S. XLI, 222-234; 
XLIII, 390-400; XLIV, 445-459; XLV, 559-571; XLVII, 721-733; XLVIII, 792. 
803 (repr. Paris, 1943). 
44. Spitzer (above, n. 34), pp. 106 ff. and nn., accords due emphasis to "Racine's pre. 
occupation with the act of 'seeing.' " 
45. The nurse's words are cited above, n. 39. 
46. Of course, the ultimate mover is Aphrodite. Cf. below, pp. 60 f. 
47. Racine's debt to Seneca manifests itself more in shared incidents, images, and 
verbal patterns than in similarity of characterization. Concerning the influence of 
Ovid, who treated this particuIar myth both in his M e t a i n ~ r ~ f i o s e s  (XV, 492 ff.) 
and in fferoiiies 4 (a segment of which is cited below, p. 60) see G. May's excel- 
lent little book, D'Ovide 2 Racine (Paris and New Haven, 1949). 
48. Yet Racine's very next couplet, 
Le ciel mit dans mon sein une flamme funeste: 
La detestable Oenone a conduit tout le reste. 
(11. 1625 f.) 
is modelled rather on some verses from Euripides' speech of Artemis: 
y v d p q t  62 vtx6v  .riv R h p r v  ~ e ~ p w p i v p  
rpocpoi; S ~ & X E ~  0 6 ~  ~ K O ~ ~ U C U  pr]xryvcuii, 
;j a l l  6 2  Gprrwv rircutS; aqpalvec vobov. 
(ll. 1304 ff.) 
With reference to Racine's tendancy to substitute such traditional and vague terms 
as les Diezlx and le ciel for the names of individual deities see Knight (above, n. 
20: q.v. concerning Dieux and Dieu) ,  p. 423, Even where Venus is specified 
Knight finds such mention equivocal: does the appellation signify ah external 
power or something "within us"? 
49. The Greeks, despite their horror of carnal liaison between parent and child-wit- 
ness the story of Oedipus as well as some of the myths recounted in Ovid's Meta- 
morphoses-scem not to have placed any ban on union of foster-child and foster- 
parent, so long as the spouse of the latter was no longer living. But Roman law 
specifically prohibited marriage of such persons to one another under any circum- 
stances. A comparable prohibition is stipulated in canon law. How these facts 
relate to the several tragedies which we have been considering and to the Plddre 
of Racine in particular is the subject of a series of short articles which appeared 
in the same periodical during the 1930's. See H. Jacoubet, "L'inceste dans Phbdre," 
Revue d'Hisfoire Littkraire de la France, XXXVIII (1931), 95-98; J. Cousin, 
"Phbdre est incestueuse," ibid., XXXIX (1932), 397-399; G. H. Gifford, "L'inceste 
de Phkdre (Reponse B M. H. Jacoubet)," ibid., 560-562; P. Moreau, "A propos 
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de I'inceste de Phidre," ibid., XLI (1934), 404. See also the more recent remarks 
of Salomon (above, n. 12), pp. 57 ff. 
50. Racine may have adapted this utterance from a verse assigned to PitthCe in Act 11, 
Scene i, of Gabriel Gilbert's Hypolite, or1 le garcon insensible (staged and pub- 
lished initially in the 1640's): "Phgdre est d'une race aisCment embrasee." Con- 
cerning this and other possible borrowings from Gilbert see Newton (above, n, 
27), pp. 58-71. See also n. 51 below. 
51. Racine, like Gilbert before him, follows the Greek tragedian also in arranging to 
have the fatal name pronounced by the nurse rather than by the heroine. The latter 
is thus enabled to disclaim responsibility: 
uoii T&S', 6 ; ~  KXGELS (Euripides) 
C'est toi qui I'as nommC. (Gilbert and Racine) 
52. The two tragedians seem to have availed themselves of conflicting traditions re- 
garding the outcome of the other daughter's plight. According to an account re- 
ported by Homer (Odyssey XI. 321-325) Dionysus was witness to  the slaying of 
Ariadne at the hands of the goddess Artemis. An alternate version of the story 
makes Dionysus Ariadne's rescuer and her bridegroom as well. See, for example, 
Catullus 64, 251 ff.; Ovid, Metnmo~phoses VIII. 176. However, I detect no com- 
mitment to either tradition in the passage from Heroi'des 4 cited below. 
53. The paradoxical r81e of Theseus-ThCsCe deserves to be the subject of a separate 
inquiry. In the passage from Plzddre cited above, p. 59, Racine does not specify 
who it was with whom Ariane was in love and who it was who left her abandoned 
and sailed away, though she had aided him in his escape from the Cnossian laby- 
rinth. Indeed, that benefaction is not mentioned either. However Phidre alludes 
to the adventure itself in a later speech which Knight (above, n. 23), p. 343, terms 
la dernie're phrase de I'hall~tcinatiotz. For at  the time of her interview with Hippo- 
lyte she not only becomes afflicted with a "double vision" which makes her see 
ThCsCe's face when she gazes at Hippolyte; she also makes a complete substitu- 
tion of participants in the exploit at Cnossos. Thus Hippolyte is pictured emerging 
from the labyrinth after having slain the minotaur, whiIe Phidre replaces Ariane 
as instructress of detours and supplier of the vital thread. Naturally Phidre will 
not call to mind ThCsCe's less creditable career as a sort of prototype for Don Juan. 
ThCramine did so earlier (Act I, Scene i), but was rebuked by Hippolyte, who 
preferred to recount his father's nobler actions as extirpator of noxious beasts. 
54. For a more comical treatment of the multifarious disguises adopted by Jove and 
other Olympians in order to ensure their conquests of mortal women see Ovid 
again (especially the description in Metamorphoses VI of the tapestry woven by 
Arachne). 
55. "Ces deux personnages," comments Paul Masqueray, Euripide et ses ide'es (Paris, 
19081, p. 127 (he has Hippolytus and Phaedra in mind), "sont presque divinists, 
les dieux au contraire sont rabaissks au fiiveau des hommes." 
56. At least so I understand Hippolyfus 1420 ff.: 
57. Cf. above, nn. 20 and 48. 
58. It  was under the pretext of interceding for her own son as well as with the objec- 
tive of tempting Hippolyte with a crown that Phidre, encouraged by Oenone, had 
inaugurated her ill-starred meeting with Hippolyte. Hippolyte, for his part, was 
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already pledged to throw his weight behind Aricie, whose claims to the throne 
(via her deceased father) had the most legitimacy and considerable popular sup. 
port as well. 
59. Phhdre's passivity becomes even more marked, of course, later when Oenone 
proposes to accuse Hippolyte (111. iii; cf. above, p. 57). But eroticism is consistent 
with her complex nature, talebearing is not. Hence the nurse volunteers to '&6, 
the dirty work" herself. See, however, the objection which I raised earlier (above, 
p. 56). 
60. Consider this poignant distich from the last scene of Act IV: 
Hklas, du crime affreux dont Ia honte me suit, 
Jamais mon triste coeur n'a recoeilli le fruit. 
(11. 1291 f.) 
